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TYRE LOAD AND VEHICLE GEONIETRY SPECIFICATIONS IN

NIEASURENIENT STANDARDS FOR TYRE/ROAD NOISE

by

Jerzy A. Eismont, Technical University of Gdansk, Poland

Ulf Sandberg, Swedish Road and Transport Research Institute, Linköping, Sweden

SUNINIARY

In on-going work within the European Community and the International Organisation for

Standardisation with development of measurement standards for exterior tyre/road noise,
the question about specification of test vehicles has been addressed. This applies to both
influence of various wheel bases and other geometrical factors, as well as the influence of

different tyre loads. Ideally, the choice of test vehicle shall not influence at all the measured

tyre/road noise level.

Tight specifications on such factors will mean that measurement accuracy in terms of

reproducibility will be good, at the expense of a bigger number of test vehicles required for

testing of a certain size range of tyres. In order to find the proper balance between these, it
is necessary to analyse the effects of varying vehicle geometry as well as tyre load influence
on measured tyre/road noise levels. This paper deals with how tyre/road noise measured
with the coast-by method may be influenced by the mentioned vehicle factors and suggests
limits as to these.

The aim with this paper is to supply data that will help to optimise the balance between

variations in tyre noise levels caused by test vehicle and tyre load influence on one hand,

and the number of required test vehicles on the other hand. The aim is broken down to the

analyses of:

(1) Load influence on tyre/road noise, including recommendations
(2) Vehicle geometry influence on tyre/road noise, including recommendations

The problem has been analysed by two means. Firstly, literature reviews have been made.
Secondly, a computer model for simulation of time histories of tyre/road noise (sound

level variation with time) has been utilised. Since the time history program is based only on
fundamental acoustical laws, it is judged that a simulation like this will be more accurate

than actually conducting experiments to investigate the problem. Experiments will

inevitably suffer from a lot of other influences and measuring errors which are in the same

order of magnitude as the influences one would like to detect.

It is concluded that for passenger cars, the influence of wheel base and wheel track is
negligible, but in the case of trucks, extremely long vehicles should be rejected by the

standard requirements. Limits as to acceptable dimensions are recommended.



Regarding load influence, based on the literature review, it is concluded that:

I. Tyre/road noise is sensitive to tyre load for most tyres but not all.

2. The sensitivity is different for different tyres, but seems to be bigger for truck traction

tyres than for other types of tyres.

3. The exact behaviour of noise with varying load is a complicated function of tyre type,

speed and road surface.

4. However, it seems to be possible to state that the available data indicate that the

maximum probable load influences are 2 dB(A) per doubling of load for car tyres and

for truck rib tyres, but 5 dB(A) per doubling of load for truck traction tyres.

The computer simulations of load influence are then based on these values. They showthat
for the coeffrcient of 5 dB(A)/doubling of load, if the allowed range of loads for the front

and rear wheels is 70 - 80%, then the maximum error is less than 0.5 dB(A). For the lower

coefficient, the error is less than 0.2 dB(A). This means that it is possible to radically

increase the allowed front and rear loads without increasing the error, provided that the
allowed range of average load is still 70-80 %. The load must then be specified in another
way than in the ERGA-Noise draft of July 1993. These authors, consequently, suggest new

and much relaxed load limits which would not increase errors in relation to the effects of

the earlier draft of ERGA-Noise.

Basically, the authors suggest that the average load on the front and rear tyres shall be

minimum 70 % and maximum 80 % of the maximum rated load of the tyre, but that front
and rear tyres, separately, can be loaded down to 60 % or up to 90 % of its maximum

rated load, provided that the average load is as speciñed above.

It means that the new recommendation allows approximately four times "more" load and

test vehicle cases to be used, without sacriñcing any accuracy. This recommendation will
result in a predicted uncontrolled load influence of less than i 0.2 dB(A) for car tyres and
truck rib tyres and less than i 0.5 dB(A) for truck traction tyres. It is, in fact, not

signiñcantly bigger than that resulting from the speciñcation in the draft of ERGA-Noise in

July 1993.



1. THE PROBLEM

1.1 General

In on-going work with development of measurement standards for tyre/road noise, the

question about speciñcation of test vehicles has been addressed. This applies to both
influence of various wheel bases and other gwmetrical factors as well as the influence of

different tyre loads. Measuring standards where this is important are currently under
development both within the ERGA-Noise group (under the European Commission) and the

ISO/TC 31/WG 3 (International Organisation for Standardisation).

Tight speciñcations on such factors will mean that measurement accuracy in terms of
reproducibility will be good, at the expense of the availability of many test vehicles for
testing of a certain size range of tyres. On the other hand, relaxed requirements will mean

that one will need only very few test vehicles, but at the expense of increased measuring

CI'I'OI'S.

In order to find the proper balance between these, it is necessary to analyse the effects of
varying vehicle geometry as well as tyre load influence on measured tyre/road noise levels.

Ideally, the choice of test vehicle shall not influence at all the measured tyre/road noise
level.

»1.2 Vehicle geometry

The wheel base (distance between the axles of the test vehicle) and the wheel track (the

lateral distance between the wheels) may vary within certain practical limits for test

vehicles. For example, regarding cars, one of the smallest potential test cars would be a

Daihatsu Charade:

Wheel base = 2.34 m
Wheel track (c-c) = 1.38 m

As another "extreme" (leaving out for example limousines), we have a

Peugeot 605:

Wheel base = 2.80 m

Wheel track (c-c) = 1.53 m

For heavy trucks, one can consider this example:

Mercedes Benz 1632 S. Two axle tractive unit:

Wheel base = 3.50 m
Wheel track (c-c) = z2.10 m

in contrast to:

Ford H4427. Two axle rigid, extended wheel base:

Wheel base = 6.05 m

Wheel track (c-c) = z2.10 m



In practice, one would not mount the same tyres on so different vehicles, except for trucks,
but nevertheless it would be interesting to see how much the choice of test vehicle data

within such limits would affect the measured noise levels. For practical reasons, one would
like to allow as wide range of test vehicles as possible for testing any speciflc tyre.

The wheel track for trucks would in most cases be the maximum permitted, so this factor

would normally not vary much on trucks.

1.3 Tyre load

As a good illustration, we could consider the first draft for measuring standard considered
within the ERGA-Noise group [ERGA-Noise, 1993]. This speciñes the following:

'The tyre test load shall be 75% i 5% of the load capacity corresponding to load

index marked on the tyre'

It is, consequently, assumed that the loads are within the range 70-80% of the maximum

load capacity for all tyres of the test vehicle. This is in fact a rather serious restraint, since
most vehicles are normally run with somewhat different loads on their axles. Due to
different loads on front and rear axles in vehicles when they are unladen, the range of load

adjustment on the respective axles is more or less restricted. On a heavy truck, for example,

the front axle is even in an unladen condition run rather close to the maximum load, while

the rear axle(s) in unladen condition may be loaded only to a fraction of its maximum load.
It means that there is relatively little freedom in adjusting the load on the front axle while
there is much freedom regarding the rear axle. With the present writing of the proposal, the

dimensioning factor will be the axle with the smallest possible adjustment range.

Fig. 1 illustrates the limits in terms of relative load limits to front and rear axles indepen-

dently as suggested in [ERGA-Noise, 1993].

2. AIM WITH THIS PAPER

The paper deals with only exterior tyre/road noise measured with a coast-by method.

The aim with this paper is to supply data that will help to optimise the balance between

variations in tyre noise levels caused by test vehicle and tyre load influence on one hand,
and the number of required test vehicles on the other hand.

The aim is broken down to the analyses of:

(1) Load influence on tyre/road noise, including recommendations

(2) Vehicle geometry influence on tyre/road noise, including recommendations
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Fig. 1 Relative loads on the front and rear axles on a test vehicle, as suggested in [ERGA-

Noise, 19931. Permitted range (75% :I: 5%) is within the shaded square.

3. METHODS

In this paper, the problem is analysed by two means. Firstly, literature reviews have been
made. Secondly, a computer model for simulation of time histories of tyre/road noise
(sound level variation with time) has been utilised.

Since the time history program is based only on fundamental acoustical laws, it is judged
that a simulation like this will be more accurate than actually conducting experiments to

investigate the problem. Experiments will inevitably suffer from a lot of other influences
and measuring errors which are in the same order of magnitude as the influences one would

like to detect. With such extreme requirements on resolution, experiments would have to be

designed in a very costly and impractical way.



4. DESCRIPTION OF THE TIlVIE HISTORY SHVIULATION PROGRAM

The computer program used for the simulations reported here is a modiñcation of a

program presented in [Ejsmont, 1992] and [Sandberg & Ejsmont, 1992]. The original

program was developed to simulate time histories of noise for a single vehicle in each third-

octave band as well as A-weighted sound level. Later it was supplemented to simulate

different heavy vehicles (truck, truck + trailer, etc.). The simulation here has been

restricted to A-weighted sound levels since the evaluation of spectra is not required in any

proposal for measuring standards so far. Fig. 2 shows the geometrical set-up used during

the simulations.
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Fig. 2 Vehicle dimensions and microphone location in the simulations.

The calculations are based on the assumptions that ( 1) sound propagates in a free ñeld
according to the distance law l/r2 and (2) tyres can be regarded as individual and

incoherent sources which can be added according to their acoustical power. It is also
assumed (3) that tyres radiate noise either omnidirectionally or directionally according to
certain Characteristics selected in the simulation. Furthermore, it is assumed (4) that the test

surface is perfectly homogeneous in order not to cause any variation in noise emission with
vehicle position. Finally, it is assumed (5) that the noise source is so close to the test

surface that one can neglect interference between direct and reflected waves.

The computer program calculates the time histories by the following procedure:

All calculations are performed for the distance x, usually between -20 m and +30 m
relative. to the point on the test track closest to the microphone position, in steps of 1 m.



The position of each wheel is accounted for and the distance to the microphone is calculated

as well as the angles at which the wheels are visible from the microphone. Separater for
each wheel, the sound level radiated at the given direction is calculated. The calculations

are based on the directivity pattern measured (or specified) for a distance of 0.4 m from the

centre of the tyre/road foot-print. Since sound levels are specified only for five symmetrical
directions (0, 45, 90, 135 and 180°), trigonometric interpolation is used for other angles.

When the sound level for a certain direction is estimated, it is also adjusted for free ñeld
sound propagation attenuation due to distance (l/r2 law).

In the original program, one more correction is included, namer a correction which

accounts for the influence of the vehicle's underbody and " screening " of outer wheels by
inner wheels that occurs at some positions. However, in the simulations reported here this
correction has not been utilised.

It must therefore be noted that the time history simulation does not take any screening of
vehicle parts into account. This is a separate problem.

At the next stage, the sound levels of all wheels are added. The summation accounts for

sound speed and the distance over which noise coming from each wheel propagates. It

means that the levels which come to the microphone at the same time (not necessarily those

which are generated at the same time) are added. The summation is made on an "energetic"

basis. For reference purpose, vehicle speed has been set to 70 km/h here. The results are

not signiñcantly affected by the selected speed, at least not within a range of 50-90 km/h.

The simulation procedure has been tested against actual measurements for passenger cars
and the results have been very encouraging; both concerning the absolute peak levels as

well as specific details of the time histories [Ej smont, 1992].

5. GEOMETRICAL INFLUENCE: LITERATURE SEARCH

A comprehensive literature search has not given any result regarding geometrical influence.

A few papers have dealt with the possible influence of road-vehicle body clearance, and the

effect of covering part of the tire, but this is not directly of relevance to the geometry
investigated here.

6. GEONIETRICAL INFLUENCE: RESULTS OF SINIULATIONS

In order to estimate the possible influence of vehicle geometry (wheel base and wheel track)

on the maximum noise level recorded during coast-by measurements, several computer

simulations have been performed. Input data for the simulations have been based on data

taken from existing vehicles.

For passenger cars, four vehicles have been selected, namely: Daihatsu Charade, Fiat

Tempra, Volvo 480 Turbo and Peugeot 605. The two ñrst are equipped with tyres

165/7OR13, but the Daihatsu is much smaller than the Fiat. The two last cars may both be



equipped with tyres l95/65R15, but the Volvo is signiñcantly smaller than the Peugeot.

Results of the simulation as well as vehicle data are presented in Table 1. The simulation

was performed on the basis of the assumption that all (front as well as rear) tyres generate

the same, omnidirectional noise. Furthermore, just for the purpose of clear presentation, it

was assumed that the sound level generated from tyres 165/7OR13 is the same as for tyres
195/65R15.

Table l shows that the difference between simulated maximum sound levels for "small" and

"large" cars is negligible. The difference is just counted in hundredths of a dB.

Furthermore, even cars like the Daihatsu and Peugeot which are of so different sizes, would

give practically the same maximum noise levels during coast-by, if equipped with tyres of

the same noise Characteristics.

For trucks, the situation is more complicated since the wheel bases of trucks differ

considerably more than for passenger cars. In Table 2, the data of two trucks with
extremely different wheel bases are presented. The Mercedes Benz two axle tractive unit is
much shorter than the Ford with extended wheel base. Due to its length, the Ford truck

constitutes in practice a "dipole source" , which results in visibly lower maximum noise
level recorded during coasting by. The difference in comparison to the MB truck is

-0.45 dB(A).

It is concluded that for passenger cars the influence of wheel base and wheel track is

negligible, but in the case of trucks extremely long vehicles should be rejected by the

standard requirements.

Table 1 Data describing the size of the considered test cars as well as the noise levels

obtained from the simulations

        

DAIHATSU FlAT TEMPRA VOLVO 480 PEUGEOT 605
CHARADE TURBO

Tyres 165/70R13 165/70R13 195/65R15 195/65R15
Min. load [kg] 940 1170 1160 1440
Max. load [kg] 1240 1580 1390 1860
Wheel base [m] 2.34 2.54 2.50 2.80
Wheel track [m] 1.38 1.43 1.40 1.53

       

Table 2 Data describing the size of the considered test trucks as well as the noise levels

obtained from the simulations

          

Mercedes Benz 16328 Ford H4427

Two axle tractive unit Two axle rigid,

extended wheel base

Tyres 12x20 18pr 12x20 18pr

Max. load, front axle [kg] 7120 7127

Max. load, rear axle [kg] 10160 10180

Wheel base [m] 3.50 6.05

Wheel track [m] 2:21 z2.1

   



7. GEONIETRICAL INFLUENCE: RECONINIENDATIONS

The simulations have shown that the influences of wheel base and wheel distance are small.

It is therefore, possible to allow quite wide ranges of these factors. The following is
suggested by the authors:

The wheel base between two axles fitted with test tyres shall be:

* S 3. 0 m forpassenger cars u

* 5 4.0 m for utility vans

* 2 2.5mand S 5.0m fortrucky

8. LOAD INFLUENCE: LITERATURE SEARCH

By using the computerised Tire/Road Noise Bibliography [Informex, 1992], the authors

have identified all relevant and known documents in which the load influence on noise is

treated. Based on this literature search, the following has been found.

According to measurements by [Ejsmont & Taryma, 1982], for typical passenger car tyres

(radials), noise increases by 1 - 2 dB(A) per doubling of load, provided that the inflation
pressure is adjusted to the load. If the pressure is not adjusted, the increase is about 0.7 -

1.5 dB(A) per doubling of load. For tyres of special construction (e.g. very aggressive

M&S tyres), it was observed that a very heavy load combined with low inflation pressure

may give higher noise increase than what is stated above.

According to [Anon. 1971], for rib truck tyres (cross-ply), noise increases by some tenths

of a dB per doubling of load, while for lug tyres the increase is around 5 dB(A), both for

asphalt and concrete surfaces.

Quite similar results were presented in [Leasure et al, 1972], where it was shown that a

doubling of load caused 3-6 dB(A) increase in noise from a cross-bar and a pocket retread

tyre and 0-2.5 dB(A) increase for two rib tyres. This was for an asphalt surface. For a

cement concrete surface, results were similar.

According to [Kilmer, 1976], for truck cross-ply tyres, the increase of noise is as follows.

When the inflation pressure is constant, the change of load from 50% of maximum rated

tyre load to 100% gives around 2-3 dB(A) noise increase for crossbar tyres, but is

negligible for rib tyres. When the inflation is regulated according to the load, the crossbar
tyres show a more complicated behaviour. Change of the load from 50% to 75% increases

noise by 2 dB(A) but further increase of load decreases the noise.



According to [Kilmer et al, 1979], for truck cross-ply tyres, the increase of noise is much

higher for crossbar than for rib tyres. It may be as high as 5 dB(A) per doubling of load for

cross-bar tyres as compared to 1 dB(A) for rib tyres, if the inflation is adjusted accordingly.

According to [Underwood, 1980] and [Underwood, 1981], the change of noise for a laden

truck (13.23 tons) in comparison to unladen truck (5.58 tons) was as high as 6.5 dB(A) for

traction tyres but only 0.5 dB(A) for rib tyres (still cross-ply type). This corresponds
approximately to 2 and 5 dB(A) per doubling of load, for rib and traction tyres,
respectively.

According to [Walker, 1981], when changing the load of truck cross-ply tyres from 75% to

100% of max. rated load, the noise does not change appreciably.

An interesting review of load influence, mostly from papers which are not easily accessible,

can be found in [Wolf et al, 1992]. In this report, which deals only with trucks and buses,

with reference to Semperit Reifen AG, it is shown that if drive axle load is reduced from 10

tons to 4 tons, noise is reduced by approximately 1 dB(A). No data regarding type of tyres

are given. With reference to a paper from Mercedes-Benz, it appears that there is no

significant difference in noise measured from a laden and an unladen truck of the same type
between 50 and 90 km/h. Also here, no further background data are known. Data from a

'Diplomarbiet bei Iveco' indicate an influence laden-unladen truck of max. 4.4 dB(A) for a

rib tyre and max. 5 dB(A) for traction tyres. Finally, [Wolf at al, 1992] presents data from

Göhring and Fietz which show that load influence reduces with increasing speed. At 90

km/h a 'noisy' tyre (traction?) gave no increase from unladen to laden condition while a

'quiet' tyre (rib?) gave an increase of 2 dB(A). At 50 km/h, these figures were 1.5 dB(A)

and 4 dB(A) for these tyres, respectively. It seems like the results of Göhring and Fietz are

very much in conflict with most others (provided they have not been incorrectly

referenced) .

It is worth noting, for those who are interested in this, that [Wolf et al, 1992] is one of the

very few reports which have data regarding load influence on tyre noise also during

accelerated drive-by. However, this is not the subject of the review here.

Finally, according to [von Meier, 1992] who measured on radial truck tyres, there is an

interaction between load influence, tyre tread and test speed. Between 70% and 100% of

maximum rated load, this reference measured a noise difference due to load of 1.2 dB(A)

including two truck rib tyres and 3.8 dB(A) including two truck "traction" tyres. This

corresponds to approximately 2 and 5 dB(A) per doubling of load, respectively. The tests

were then conducted on a test surface according to ISO 10844, at speeds of 50 and 80 km/h

which should cover the conditions of interest here. However, this investigation could not
confirm the one cited above regarding interaction between load influence and speed (no

consistent variation in load sensitivity could be seen).

One should note that while car tyre data concern radial tyres, all the truck data older than

10 years concern bias ply or cross ply tyres. Since radial tyres now dominate the market of

relevance here, one should put abigger emphasis on the more recent investigations than on

the old ones.



 

With the exception of the paper by Göhring and Fietz, all data are quite consistent.

According to the mentioned data, it is concluded here that:

I. Tyre/road noise is sensitive to tyre load for most tyres but not all.

2. The sensitivity is different for different tyres, but seems to be bigger for truck traction

tyres than for other types of tyres.

3. The exact behaviour of noise with varying load is a complicated function of tyre type,

speed and road surface. These authors believe that the reason is that different
generation mechanisms are subject to different load influences and the overall influence

is due to which generation mechanism that dominates (which very much depends on the

mentioned factors). It is therefore difficult to generalise in a simple way.

4. However, it seems to be possible to state that the available data indicate that the

maximum probable load influences are as presented in Table 3.

Table å Maximum load influence on tyre/road noise, within a load range of 50-100 % of
rated maximum load

      

Vehicle type Type of tread pattern Load influence

[dB(A) per doubling of load]

Car tyres Rib S 2

Car tyres Traction (block/lug) S 2

Truck/bus tyres Rib S 2

Truck/bus tyres Traction (block/lug) S 5

 

Fig. 3 shows the influence of tyre load, for the cases where the influence is described by a
coefñcient of 1, 2 and 5 dB(A) noise increase per doubling of load. It should be noted,
however, that there are not really data available to be sure that the true influence is linear

with regard to load.
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Fig. 3 Influence on noise level if the load influence is described by a coefñcient of 1, 2 or

5 dB(A) noise increase per doubling of load. Actual load is given in percentage of

the load index of the tyre, i.e. in relation to the "maximum load ".

9. LOAD INFLUENCE: RESULTS OF SINIULATIONS

Simulations of load as well as load distribution influence on maximum noise levels during

coast-by tests were conducted for relative loads of front and rear wheels ranging from 50%

to 100% of the load corresponding to the load index of the tyres (called maximum load
here). It was assumed that the ideal condition would be when both front and rear wheels are

loaded to 75 % of their maximum load. Results for such a situation were considered to
constitute a reference case for calculation of errors caused by load deviation. "Errors"
obtained here are thus given in relation to the ideal case of 75 %/75 % load on front/rear

tyres. Fig. 4 shows the results obtained for a load influence coefñcient of 5 dB(A)/doubling

of load, while Fig. 5 shows corresponding results with a coefflcient of 2 dB(A)/doubling of

load.

For the coefñcient of 5 dB(A)/doubling of load, if the allowed range of loads for the front

and rear wheels is 70 - 80%, then the maximum error is less than 0.5 dB(A). For the lower

coefflcient, the error is less than 0.2 dB(A). Moreover, the figures show, very interestingly,

that it is possible to radically increase the allowed front and rear loads without increasing

the error, provided that the allowed range of average load is still 70-80 %. The load must

then be specified in another way than in the ERGA-Noise draft. These authors suggest

limits corresponding to the shadowed area in the figures. Such limits would not increase

errors in relation to the case specified in Fig. 1, i.e. according to the draft in [ERGA-
Noise, 1993].
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Assumed load sensitivity = 5 dB(A)/doubling of load
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Assumed load sensitivity = 2 dB(A)/doubling of load
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The simulations which were performed in order to obtain Figures 4 and 5 were based on
"ideal", omnidirectional Characteristics of tyre/road noise radiation. To check a possible

influence of tyre noise emission directivity on the errors caused by load variation, some

additional simulations were performed.

Two different tyre/road noise radiation patterns were simulated for the coefñcient of

2 dB(A)/doubling of load. Tyre A has its emission dominating towards the front, while

tyre B has a reversed emission pattern (see Fig. 6).

A B
<- <-

0 O

  

+3 O 0 +3

  

Fig. 6 Directivity of noise emission for tyres assumed in the simulations for tyres with

directional noise properties

The results appear to be very similar to those of Figs. 4-5. See Fig. 7 below for the case of

Directivity A. The results show that the error due to the load distribution is not signiñcantly

different when tyres have a directionality in noise emission.

Assumed ioad sensitivity = 2 dB(A)/doubling of load
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Fig. 7 As Fig. 4 but for a tyre with directivity like 'A' in Fig. 6.
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10. LOAD INFLUENCE: PROPOSED TEXT IN THE STANDARD

The previous chapter has demonstrated that it is possible to signiñcantly relax the load
conditions, in relation to that mentioned in Chapter 1.3, without losing too much of

accuracy. The following text will describe the load conditions which the authors think are
necessary.

Ihe load conditions shall meet all the following conditions:

1. The load shall be the same on both sides ofthe vehicles

2. The average load on thefront and rear tyres shall be min. 70 % and max. 80 % of the

maximum rated load ofthe tyre

3. No tyre shall be loaded to less than 60 % or more than 90 % of its maximum rated load

See Fig. 8 for a graphical illustration of this range. Compare it to Fig. 1. Then one can see

that the recommendation above allows approximately four times 'more' load and test

vehicle cases to be used, without sacriñcing any accuracy. This recommendation will result
in a predicted uncontrolled load influence of less than i 0.2 dB(A) for car tyres and truck

rib tyres and less than i 0.5 dB(A) for truck traction tyres. It is, in fact, not signiñcantly
bigger than that resulting from the speciñcation in [ERGA-Noise, 1993].
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Fig. 8 Permitted range (within the shaded area) of relative loads on the front and rear axles

on a test vehicle, as suggested in this paper.
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